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Open all four sections, tie back the two blue ribbons, and a fully constructed eight-room dollhouse

emerges from between the two slim covers. An affordable taste of the Victorian era, A Victorian

Dollhouse is perfect for anyone who cherishes Victorian ephemera.
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I got lucky and found this book in the children's section of mylocal large book retailer. (It was in the

pop-up book section.) Youtie the front and back cover together and you get a paper 3ddollhouse.

This is a GREAT gift for a young niece or neighbor whodoesn't have a dollhouse or who is crazy

about them! I gave a bookvery similar to this years ago to my girl and she loved it. She stillhas it to

this day. My only complaint about the book is that itdoesn't include any paperdolls with it. You might

want to purchase aset of victorian paperdolls that fit the scale of this dollhousebefore you give it to

the special little girl in your life.

This is sooooo cute. I am always awed by the creativity of artists. It makes you wish you could live in

this beautiful home. Absolutely eye candy for the senses!

I had one of these as a kid. I was excited to find it. There were just a few pieces I had to glue

together with the hot glue gun. One small piece that is torn out....I am thinking it was a toy box in the

childrens' bedroom. Very satisfied with my purchase. The shipment was slow but that is to be

expected with media mail. Thanks so much! My girls are fascinated with this book too. It definitely

has found a forever home and will probably be passed down through each of them as long as it



holds up.

After returning from a visit to Dublin's wonderful doll house museum,we purchased this book for our

10 year old daughter. We were a bit nervous that this book may be too young for her, but found it

much to the contrary, she absolutely loves the book and has enjoyed playing with it for hours.

I bought this book for my 5 year old daughter. We travel often, and it is wonderful for long airport

delays or downtime in the hotel room. The book is very sturdy and has wonderful details inside. The

bonus-it allows her to use her imagination! Very easy to pack.

Very nice 3-D dollhouse with a Victorian flair. Well-designed and sturdy. I got a good price on it as

well, and it's something to take out and have fun with 12 months a year. I may decorate it at holiday

time and use if for a centerpiece. SO adorable and educational...good for quiet playing and for

adults like me who never grew up and away from dollhouses, dolls and fun.

This book is AWESOME! I got this from my Aunt when I was in Elementary school and I still have it

and I'm vastly approaching my 10 year high school reunion. It's so fun opening the doors, closets,

cabinets and more. Unfortunately Pumba (from Lion King) ripped the chandelier off of the ceiling in

the dining room. This book is on of my secret treasures.

I was very excited to get this in the mail, but when I received it, I found that one floor was torn off of

the wall on one side. On the other side, half of the floor was torn off completely. This is not

reparable, and because of it, the house cannot properly stand. A door is torn, two doors are bent,

the bathroom vanity is broken, a wall is scraped up, and a table is broken. Also, there are no people.

I really wish that I had not spent the money on this.
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